


in a nutshell
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While the media darling might not have 
generated the brightest ROI numbers, the 
intangible returns including an extensive PR 
exposure, should have made up for the 
financial setbacks.
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InterContinental Shanghai
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If we estimate 
hotel’s payback 
period with the 

industry average 
EBITDA margin of 

25%, the full return 
on investment 

should take around 
14 to 16 years.

ⵔ澭Ձ०澬ЍͫڃஎେЍٌ⚎ㄼЇޏѽ
՚०ҵଋ��ьͫେୂڃӣଭџ��ьङȔ۬ѮࣥՉ
ޑȑாऩ澞େؔڃѹ㿄䂑䀄ঀچҝ١֫ͫ悩յ
澞ےОࢠыޙਭҝߍ

Ѝத֝੮ॐͫⵔେٶڃਈלОத֝םߛ٫�ь
ҫ٘ङݶҵ澞ࣁܷߧײ੧Џ֮ٵ���ङ५ޛܑێՃ
㢛୦ӹӯ䃔�+(/:*'�ѳͫથେ֨ߊܕ֛ڃ������ٵ
٘澞ࣀޘⵔେڃਈלОЍத֝ߛ٫ङݶञٷЉ
ਈએҿҵङڽବ֛ͫТђЏՠࣲۅङઅ
յଆҿѕङாऩ澞৲յࢬरͫҿऱؘऩङҎީӵߛچ
ଆ۰џͫେڐڃЏեյଆ۰џЈ庝д�����ͫ�ҿ۰џ
١֫ՆځЊԽঌऋ۱߄ЉգͫЌ֪ڢҿѕ۰֪фாऩ
ङܥЭֿ֪֜Ҟଓͫߛ٫ङݶञЭީब߄ڢஒͫЍ
எ࡚ٷਈױڮङӱӵࢬյଆՇيङҁऀ澞
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उਟՖͫЗ68ߧݼՕЉީՑਰؼਈбӱङ͠

The new favorite of the media “InterContinental 
Shanghai Hotel”, also known as Shimao Wonder-
land, claims to have invested more than 2 billion 
RMB, including a part of the hotel construction 
cost (RMB 1 billion), on the "Turn scar into the 
landscape" project. This hotel is positioned in the 
high-end resort market of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, 
Shanghai, and is crowded every weekend and on 
holidays. Shimao Group stated the Hotel gener-
ates annual revenues of RMB 300 million. 

If we estimate hotel’s payback period with the 
industry average EBITDA margin of 25%, the full 
return on investment should take around 14 to 16 
years. Since the a rapid ROI is not a part of the 
hotel’s advantages for the developers, the real 
purpose of investing into Shimao Wanderland 
Hotel should be stimulating other projects in the 
surroundings, from a rational business point of 
view. However, the surrounding house prices fell 
by 5% - 8% after the hotel opened. The market 
response to the house prices was different from 
the original plan, and the income was also limited 
due to the fact that other local real estate invest-
ment projects were in a remote geographical 
location. Therefore, the strategy did not actually 
stimulate its peripheral development.

In terms of Shimao Group's Corporate image, 
Discovery Channel made a special coverage for 
the hotel instead, which gave Shimao Group a 
good reputation and a very wide exposure. This 
PR effect is not something you can just buy.
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ਰોдҹۈͫٶ�ьы٠ࡇङ؍
ա◒ܞେڃअؗਫ਼ъۼ㒯澞Їଚङ
Ѝஎյଆਙصଐ߄ҿѕாऩչࠡ
दͫ؍ա◒ܞյଆஔдАם߹ͫ
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ଖڂ澞Ѹީ֪הҞଓͫѻؚћԾ▲年
ଐڱ府ٌࡊङͫେڐڃЏեҴѺࢴ
ЬЈࣂ㖸澞

؍ࣀա◒ߊޝܞЭغડऀգچߊ
ҝӰङ帘։ߛѩԗ֛ߎյͫߊЉଋ
߄Ҡ୦։д澞ЭકঝӰ࣫֨Э࠴
Ѡީۅ▲य़ٯٵыЉਈࣲઆङउ
উչްڏՑरव২◒ङސͫ
ૡд澞۞ࢠڶؼ

The six years construction and a total investment of RMB 700 
million in Alila Anji Hotel was quite worrisome for numerous 

observers. Besides the grass and trees, the only natural 
attraction of the area is a lake. At least there are other projects 

and real estate developing in the vicinity of the InterContinental 
Shanghai Wonderland Hotel. Alila Anji is located in Hangcai 

town, Anji county, where the focus has always been on the 
"Return of Zheshang" project, and JW Marriott, Hello Kitty 

fantasy castle hotel, Junlan International hotel have already 
settled in. 

However, its remoteness means it's a long way off for the guests, 
which leads to poor occupancy rates since the Alila Anji hotel 

opened. Although Alila Anji tried to optimize the payback period 
with the sale of corrsponding villas in its early stage, they are 

curently put on hold. Perhaps, being rich and capricious is a 
realm that ordinary people could not understand, and investors 

Alila Anji Hotel
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ҁОख़ୃԘч߂ङࢽޓࢣ
چחࡇफީୃы▲࠽ۏԗ֪ͫ
ҝङଣ֪澞֨ީڄݺ֪ڢԝٶ
11.8ыऀ йׁݴक੦ͫૼڎݲ
ԋرںҿ۸ଭۨঀҶֿ5'ްԚ
澞ԘۮضԪଗоେڐ֨ڃՇӬߊ
ڃ۰։Ԧ澞େڃେڔߓ੧ф֨ؼ
ङؚ۰ރۈО860ͫҿИՕ҈ӟ։
ङؚ۰ރО300ךͫ৲۰ֺ݇߿
ङЉգͫେ۰ؚڃ։џО1.3Ѕ-1.7
Ѕҫސٵ�জͫவ॥О�জͫސٵך�

�џ֨ۈ�Є-���ЄҫЉঈ澞

ङڃեͨͫେٶदЄڐͧٶ2017֨
ԾԗࣤО83.3%٘ ͫݐե֮ٵ
З߃։ӟङ۰фߓО�澞बࡁФ
Јͫߎாऩङ֛ܕյߊૻࣀͫѸ

�Љ୪ङثଐީबࣤܕ֛

Beidaihe, the most popular coastal tourist destination near 
Beijing, has always been the capital's first choice for summer 
vacation. The local government has invested RMB 1.18 billion in 
the construction of tourism infrastructure in the past decade, 
aiming to build it into a high-end 5A scenic spot. 

Beidaihe Arcadia Hotel has been selling the proprietary of the 
hotel rooms since the beginning of its development. The total 
number of rooms at Beidaihe Arcadia Hotel is 860, among which 
more than 300 rooms are available for sale. The hotel room price 
varies from RMB 13,000 to RMB 17,000 per square meter 
depending on the room type. With the area of more than 60 
square meters per room, the total price range is from RMB 
800,000 to RMB 1.1 million. In 2017, seven years after the 
opening, the hotel's absorption rate was around 83.3 % with an 
average of three rooms sold per month. As such, although the 
parback period of this project is relatively long, the return rate is 

Beidaihe Arcadia Hotel
ԗ࠽ۏصԩ૦нଖڂ



Њ࠴գ֨ͫޞȔ৯ȕޓਆ֪Іо
ͫоࣔҺގେڃாऩङۨԅЭએ١
۱߄ڔࠥङو�۰ڃҝେچث֫
ޤז澞Зѹй㱼ُङாऩީंݷ
֢எދ���ь۸ଭङچҝେڃՃյ
ଆ۰фͫ▲һ߄ܨ�����ЗՕ։۰و
ͧҿИӰО���ЗͫҸㅠО���Зͨ
澞㱼ُй����दͫ֨оࣔҺڐ߃��ٶ
ގେڐڃЏӬͫߊҿ۰џ䃖ӱд13
Єٴ�५澞࣫я㱼ُङ۰џЈӱ
���Ѕٵ�জͫѸёީாऩ۱הङࡢ㱪
ԙۑ֭ٴўࣩذЅҔ澞

֨����ؼથாऩ֛ͫٶЇԡٶ
ٝଇӱд�����ьͫرүӹङ୍
фҵچٱםӗૹ澞۬࠲�����ٶ����
���Ӱչ���Ҹ՛ٝ։ӟͫߍ߃
�����ளࢴҸㅠͫԽԖ��ͫ З
֔ۍ澞٘��֨ރ։۰֮ٵङ߃
慟৯ߡ帻ङȔ䥝ࢠ攍ࢠȕ͠

Meanwhile, the success of the Atlantis hotel project in Sanya, 
an “established” tourist spot, has transformed the market’s 

investment model for resorts and homes. 
This $11 billion project by Fuxing International group in Tangan 

includes a resort and its surrounding properties with 1,004 
available housing units (197 villas and 807 apartments). After 
the sale commenced in November 2016, its price increased till 

RMB 130,000 per square meter in the early days of hotel’s 
grand opening. 

Although Tangan's housing price has fallen to RMB 85,000 
per square meter nowadays, it is still nearly three times the 

average price of Haitang district where the project is located. 
In the first half of 2018, this project has reached RMB 6.988 

billion in the return on capital, which significantly reduced its 
previous asset-heavy investment. The company sold 190 villas 
and 788 apartments by the end of June 2019, and achieved a 

97% absorption rate with an average of 30 units sold per 
month. Congratulations on Boss Guo having raked in millions! 

Sanya Atlantis Hotel
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ҁОѫРԄ֪ङ؟ڙՍ١㉪䮠
Ԛ֪ڢङ۰џٝђ����ङ

�����������ҫٵ�জЇ䃖ӱд࣫я
ङ���Ѕҫٵ�জͫେࢴள����
澞գͫޞчڙি૨ङڐପએԘ
чӱ㉪䮠ङ૨३ӗصӱԚԚ▁Жس
ݎٝؼރؚ澞࣫֨㉪䮠ङݿ
���ЅͫசवङڐପͫӰ����
ӰԝЄذଞஓਗ਼ࡗ㈺䮟ؙࣩͧٵ
ъࠊ澞ןਟநش୳ҁО⢓ѫङ
چޓֺםҝԚͫं㉪䮠ןਟ

���ы۸ଭஒҸ՛߄ҝچޓ
৲ۨ澞ش୳ИंмЗநҸⴃͫ
иԝ؟ͫмޤ؟େͫڃљՃ

澞ۨߣڶЗИך

ЙڦךئङյଆЩாऩએش
୳ङ۰џلЉЈ澞љҿИङןਟ
ந䤬لେڔڃҸㅠО҆ͫ؟ڙՍҿ
ѕԚֿङ۰֮ٵџ֨�Ѕٵ�জ٘

ͫ৲ந䤬ل▲ٶङ۰֮ٵџО�Є
५澞ٴ�

The housing prices in Chongli district of Zhangjiakou city, also 
known as the site of Olympic, have risen from RMB 5,000 - 7,000 
per square meter in 2015 to RMB 20,000 - 40,000 nowadays 
with a 300% growth rate. Meanwhile, the opening of high-speed 
rail line from Beijing to Zhangjiakou has reduced the journey time 
from Beijing to Chongli to only one hour. The number of tourists in 
Chongli is close to 3 million now, and with the opening of the 
high-speed railway, this number is expected to reach 10 million by 
2022. 

As part of a support program for large-scale tourism resorts for 
winter Olympics, Thaiwoo Ski Resort was built with an investment 
of nearly RMB 20 billion by Sinobo Thaiwoo (Zhangjiakou 
Chongli) Cultural & Tourism Co., Ltd., and consists of five ski 
parks, nearly 20 restaurants, five star hotels, and several 
shopping centers. Its splendid surrounding entertainment and 
dining programs keep up resort's housing prices. Take Thaiwoo 
Xuehaoju serviced apartments as an example: the average 
housing price in other areas of Zhangjiakou is about RMB 10,000 
per square meter, while the average housing price of Xuehao 
serviced apartmens in the past year was RMB 30,000.

Thaiwoo Ski Resort 
ୂس୷৮מ



Going back to the question raised at the beginning 
of this paper, we summarize the comprehensive 

reasons for the real estate developers to create 
resort-type destinations:

• related to corporate strategic planning, 
resort-type hotel projects are used to enhance its 

corporate image;

• the hotel brand and supporting facilities are used 
to stimulate the demand for house purchase in the 

surrounding areas, in oder to improve the real 
estate’s respective absorption rate;

• hotel projects fulfill the approval requirements 
for city planning with the primary purpose of 

promoting the local economy.

If you want to create and operate a successful 
destination-type project in China, a place that 

focuses on return on investment and the growth 
value, you must consider the destination's 

development stage, non-repeatability, and policy 
directions.

֛ӱކॾݕޞڐӟङொͫ۩ћۈৈ֩ۑуڏՆњتиۙૼڅҜֹࣹࣩࣩ֩ণ՟Լ֛ԕܬ
 
ș�ЊѣЏঌऋઁӦबҼͫچرҝֺେڃாऩҁОҸ՛ڥঌऋͺ

ș�ऀେڃսՃӵࢬյଆ۰ͫࡌљݕԟյଆ۰џՃԾԗࣤͺ

șࢠ�ૡֽ١ઁӦͫљҏ֪ڢОПऩङङؙ܅ࡌ澞

֨И୍֢ࡨ֛ܕљՃџқङ֦֪Їͫߧײ۸ଭٷੈ▲Зۨԅङऩङֺ֪֪фாऩͫீڷৰਖ਼
ङީҿ؎ݦ㓬澝ЈՔוӱ㓬Ղݛज़جզ㓬澞

љЇ҆ࠄՕљरӟͫࡁچҝେ
ਈԃͫ؉ОյݶՃੈ૯ߎڃ
ଆՕ։ாऩ۱ߛ٫ङџࠀљՃ٫
Ԉچҝֺ۰ф١֫ङݕԟ۵ީક
澞֨ߑङԈڃՇେڐЏПך
ҸڃେڔߓҝֺфսИͫȔфچ
ㅠȕՊۨдҏாऩ֛࣫ङ

୍ф澞

Having compared the investment and revenue 
capacity of various resorts, we have concluded from 
the cases outlined above that many resort owners are 
motivated to invest in projects, surroundings of which 
offer saleable assets and boost the resort-type 
property market. Among the resort-type products, 
"Selling a hotel-room ownership" have become a 
significant contributor to promote the project's 
cashflow and attractiveness.



Prospects for
China’s vacation-type 
housing market

З֡څҜ٠֪ࣩهۑӸޑ

ंйچҝ۰фङбৱ▲फљୃߛ
֨वȔОд▲ߞ⼻ͫ৲б▲ףȕङ
жઑͺ▲ސவͫ䏣ୈકۑ٠ּۑўސ
ଁளͫ৲ٷள۱چ߄ҝֽ١ҟӟ
ঝچҝ۰фचОࣲͺՐ▲ސவЕ
Ԉଜͫߠӟ࣫ߊঌ֨ݺ۰ݏङࠀ
࠴ऻࣩؓҐҚуռͫ֜ޣފу҈ۑ
бچҝ۰фਘऀ۪Эۨؼдୂ
ӣ۰ৱङԾה澞

There has always been a controversy of "buy a cow for a glass of 
milk" among the buyers of vacation-type properties. On the one 
hand, the housing prices in popular cities are generally higher, 

while not all vacation cities are ideal for investment resort 
properties. On the other hand, the strict housing control policy 

has shown signs of easing recently, and housing remains the 
most stable value preserving product. Therefore, buying a 
vacation-type property for personal use or investment has 

become a solution for some buyers.

ОдԆҵ֪дઆچҝऀ۰١֫ङ
੮࣫љՃ۰ৱङҜէљՃͫࡌ۩
ћثЗ֡���գ��ٌ২��ٌࣩ՞ݗ
ҴјՂ֩ԙࣩٜٖҀъসૡਸ਼г▁ࠊ
ୋԱઁߓ.

In order to have a deeper understanding of vacation-type 
properties’ performance in the market and the tendency and 
demand of buyers, we conducted a questionnaire survey on 

130 people in China aged 22 to 59 with different incomes 
and occupations.



family-use property. As for the retirement-type 
of vacation house market, there is still plenty of 
room for growth in the future. 



ङІֺۯםй▲ԡङыҜէйбך
ДԶङچҝऀ۰澞৲বଝҿЇङЭީД
ЗҝֹېࣩלीȍȍІ▲ԶЊД
▲Զ澞գرͫޞ���ङы߈٥ਘٜङ
५澞ৰਖ਼ӱИٴ���иלҝ۰фՕљچ
֢ыङѮھљՃȔ٫؟ܤՍȕԾޓ
੧ङچͫګࣔࡌҝऀନङ۰֨وગઋ
Ӭځؼߊৰਖ਼ӱб۰ֺםث؟ङҞױ澞

The survey revealed that more than half of 
respondents ( 51 %) would prefer to buy a large 

vacation house with three bedrooms and two living 
rooms, followed by 35% of respondents preferring a 

two bedroom, one living room house type and 17% 
choosing three bedrooms with a living room. 

Meanwhile, nearly 60% of the respondents want their 
vacation house to be larger than 150 square meters. 

Vacation houses should be designed with buyers' 
preference of larger size in mind, considering the 

traditional Chinese concept and the demand 
characteristics of "taking families with you" to travel.

Room preferences
װҝֹۑ

Meanwhile, nearly 60 percent of the respondents want 
their vacation house to be larger than 150 square meters. 

“ “

Room type Preference Room Area Preference

*平方 = Square Meter



a) ֩ࣂѸ͵࣫яИ֢چҝфЏё֨ՇيӬୂםͫߊӣ֢
ыङऩҰ҉ޛৼڐ֨ࢾՇۨࣅङޓਆ֪ȍȍ҆ײԧ澝к
ԧঈ֪澞৲▲пڐՇͫࣅۨߌعऽդ߄چஒङऩङ֪֨⩽ږ
ؚЇӀ߄▲ܸؔ۫澞

b) କՂմ੦ݲ͵۰ৱ▲ਢѫଣ֨ܫऩङ֪لѻ▲࠼
յљЇ▲ߊд澞৲ОלૡؼЭڃҵѻङઢେߊॽिࡂͫޞ
ङلѻޞچثҝ۰وյଆङࣿગؼޑѫૻ߄ࡌд澞
ЏПЉюѫࣿऀսङͫҿѕߠݹѧङЩଣܫ
Эީݕҵѻѽङڷս澞҆ࠄИІооࣔҺގ㱼ُா
ऩङۨԅЭख़ЉڐյଆૻО؏֑ङЩગޑङٮԉ澞

c) ў֛ߡॹ͵ҁОֽ١ѻ۰ङ߁їܠљՃ۰ऀޓфͫџ
ڱѫ҅ࠀЉީ۰ৱङՀৰ֜পͫЉଋଋङџࣀࠀ
Ծॼжԃ澞ע؊١ѻֽࡁঝфսब࠴

d) рૹҍӮڽ͵څਭתङࣿљՃؗङҝޞߊએб؟
ћثӱଇچҝ۰۱وਰોङޞЭԝӣर୍澞ख़ֽ١ଋ
й惤ଓङઢͫ૨ନЇङ৴ޞЭѫफڧݎրб؟ङб㺺߈澞

a) Geographical location: The vacation 
property industry in China is still in its 

infancy, and most Chinese people are still 
focused on well-developed tourist 

destinations such as Hainan and Yunnan. 
Moreover, some immature destinations 

with limited popularity have some 
challenges in attracting tourists.

b) Supporting and surrounding facilities: 
Buyers will usually choose to stay in the 

destination for a period of time, after all, 
a short stay in the hotel is enough. 

Buyers have higher requirements of living 
facilities after spending more than a 

week around the vacation house. Owners 
will not only need to purchase daily 

necessities, but also seeking for some  
relaxation and entertainment options as 
well, which would help them to enhance 
the stay experience. In one of the above 

cases, the success of Atlantis Hotel 
Sanya also depended on the help of the 

complete surroundings.

c) Price factor: As an alternative to 
urban housing or tourism real estate, 

price is not the primary consideration for 
buyers, but overpricing can cause such 

products to become uncompetitive with 
urban housing.

d) Convenience of the transportation: 
The fast pace of life and precious 

vacation time make buyers value the 
time they take to get to their vacation 

house. The distance from the city will 
affect the client’s desire to buy.

Purchase factor ranking

કа֛ॹܭգ

Major factors to consider: 
location, surrounding facilities, price, transportation.

Considerable factors in order for buying Vacation House 

Location

Supporting facilities

Price

Public transport convenience

ӣ10ӣ (10/10)ۈ



बૻࡁйअ߄ۅͫۅ۞էҵچҝऀ۰澞ر
�ҝ۰фچћѫৰਖ਼бװ㓬੮ॐࣩ��

▲࠵بअۅ۰ऩङՕљरӟԲৈߧёީସ
դழӹङ۰ऩङёީबգङ澞बͫگङઁކЇڲ
ૻйअۅङ�����ͫ���ङۅଣܫȔӟॣȕОҿ
бऩङ澞۩ћۅͫލݐб؟ՕਈҜէй▲пېس

ֹ澝֩ࣂѸװЋӞल٠֪ۉङچҝфս澞

ҝऀچৰਖ਼ҵڐޫݿٵЗ֨ܫӣੴલूৱଣୂם
۰澞ߛߌԝچͫٶҝ۰фாऩङПбԃرѫதИ
֨��դЉ��դа۴؞ୌ澞ঝы৩ङПҒੂێՈސ
ոযॊڹѼ澝ऩ߶ؚͫљडр߄Љգй࣫رڔ

ОПଳ澞

Comparing to men, women are more likely to buy a 
vacation house. In the survey, nearly 70% of 

women would consider buying one.

After a more comprehensive observation on men 
and women's purposes of purchasing vacation 

house, the results of our survey reveal the purposes 
that ranked at the top are still the same, which is 

for personal use. Compared with 7.69%of men, 
24% of women chose to rent out their purchases. 

As a results, we conclude that female buyers may 
be more likely to prefer smaller, better located, 

and more mature rental markets for vacation 
property.

Most of those surveyed chose middle age to start planning a vacation house purchase. Thus, the main 
purchasing power will be concentrated in the hands of generation Y buyers. The main source of 
receiving information from generation Y will be different from the current target audience, such as 
social media, magazines and websites. 

Target audience
ъসߗࣹۑҜڅ

Men and Women’s Interest of Buying Vacation House

Age of Buying Vacation House in the Future

Yes  No

FemaleMale



Conclusion

In the recent years, the number of large-scale investment projects in destination-type complex popped 
up like mushrooms after a Spring rain in China. Only few projects are successful, with the rest having 
problems such as long payback period, difficulty in getting the return on capital, and low efficiency in 
operations. Thus, the initial design of the project and the format planning will undoubtedly become 
more critical. Alliance Hospitality has obtained the following experience based on the collision of (1) 
understanding of development purpose, (2) investigation of buyers’ demand and (3) years of 
project/property consulting experience:

1. The convenience of life and transportation is the key.
Developers should pay attention to the locations that are remote yet offer excellent natural scenery. 
Most Chinese people's understanding of a vacation is not a practice of seclusion akin to "Get away 
from the world, and spending time along in nature". The location and surrounding facilities are the 
most important factors for buyers to consider, therefore, the following needs to be considered in the 
pre-development period (even before land transaction): (1) Is there enough living facilities around? Do 
you need to develop it yourself? (2) do you have the necessary facilities for a mature destination in the 
future? When will that happen? (3) can the infrastructure and transportation be satisfied? If not, do you 
have the ability to solve it yourself? The answers to these questions will affect the amount of 
investment and the payback period.

2. Don't invest! Buying a house is for personal use and retirement.
We see a lot of vacation house properties still trying to attract buyers under the name of 'investment'. 
However, according to the results of the questionnaire, 65% and 46% of people bought a vacation 
house mainly for their own use and their retirement respectively. Regarding the above cases, the more 
successful Tangan and Xuehaoju are popular in the market due to the complete entertainment and 
catering facilities around them. Therefore, both the product design in the early stage, and the sales 
publicity later on should be more in line with the market demand.

㔀গ

ә֢ͫٶӄࠥઁםङऩङֺ֪۰֪фՠѽாऩײեަ䴾
ਢ֪םӟ澞ۨԅङځથًйୂشӣͫߊߎ֛֨ୃރךםӉ澝
֛֟澝ੈࣤݼѺЈঈொ澞фսӬߊङગઋՃЏઁہӦޗ
एՊڱԆҼ୰澞ध৻֢எ֨ثйͧ�ͨڐՇऩङࣲઆͫͧ�ͨб
ৱࡌલूљՃͧ�ͨٶךாऩջતङौݬЈڱӟљЈ

һିފՂрૹࣩҍӮࡕ���
ୂם澞ङ֪ڑҰѩࣀख़ֽ١ҞଓѸਘ۞ࡨՇଣ֭ЇڐՇ֨ڐ
ӣ֢ыچثҝङࣲઆٷЉީȔ唼Б与Јͫ㖃ࣀԧٌȕङҼғ੧
О୍ङৰ߂ޞбৱ֨ৰਖ਼۰фީޑગ澞ࣲ֪ѹՃյଆڔࠥ
ӹͨৰਖ਼ͧ�ͨյޣਙ֦֪сࣾͧߊՇӹڐপ澞۱љͫ֨֜ب
ଆީի߄ૡלङࣿ;ީիਘٜڐՇ;ͧ�ͨީߛߌիۨ߄
לગՃсପީիਈڏॅׂͨ�ͧ;ѫؘ࣫ޞѾ;ऩङ֪۱ङࣅ
րாڧرୃࠄԃਘ੧આӐ;пொङঋؘ߄Љਈͫީիߧײ;ૡࢠ
ऩङௌՃ֛ߊܕ澞

���Јۯઞ͜аފۑНг১ո⠽া 
۩ћरӱЉچصҝֺ۰фё۸वȔȕङդ՚ડ֣⩽ږб؟澞Ѹ߿
݇Բৈͫߧ���չ���ङыбچҝऀ۰ङПऩङОਘऀչ⡭
৯澞ЌЇଚङ҆ࠄИͫૻۨԅङ㱼ُЊந䤬֜ީୃلОҿյଆ؏֑ङ
ङфսગઋͫߊՇӬڐЉީͫ࠴Չ١֫ࠪଌ澞֜৲ޑЩչગ
ଐީեߊङ୦։؛Ѯୃځி١֫ځࡌ澞



3. The trend for large area and large room sizes.
Chinese travel habits of "lugging a family" have made buyers more interested in products with larger room 
sizes. 54% of respondents choose 150 square meters for their vacation house size.  We believe that in the 
vacation products, buyers are more inclined to choose large family products.

4. Vacation houses designed for women will sell higher.
Women (70%) were more interested in buying a vacation house than men (60%). Therefore, in terms of 
house type planning, interior design, and sales strategy, focusing on the feminine likings to stimulate the 
sales of vacation housing.

5. Buyers are focused on social media for the next 10 years.
In terms of product sales and publicity, most people said they would not start to consider buying a 
vacation hosue until they were over 40. The distribution channels of developers should consider the 
pertinence of information acquisition habits of such people. The current information access channels of 
the customer may be more traditional, while the future mainstream purchasing power is concentrated in 
the generation Y, the distribution channels will be converted into digital channels. 

Sometimes, the meaning of a vacation house is to seek the habitat of the soul when in the process of 
leaving and going far away from home. Let consumers have the opportunity to meet themselves in the 
gap of time. It has become a new trend for Chinese families to buy real estate for leisure and retirement. 
In the current diversified living environment, developing, positioning, and providing a mutually beneficial 
holiday residence for different consumer groups is the focus of all developers.

Conclusion
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�મԍֹࣩېלऴ澝ל���
И֢ыȔ٫؟ܤՍȕङޓ੧Юۛએб؟ћםֺۯםثவ॥ङфս۟

ҽૠ澞���ङы֨ੴӱȔҞސٵصךױङ۰و;ȕޞଣܫдםй
ИܫҞէйଣҝфսИͫбৱچ澞۩ћઍОֺͫ֨ۯজङٵ���

фս澞ֺۯם

���ଢت㓬࠭੦ਗ਼ࣩڅҜهۑуռଵଞѪޟள
बૻйअͧۅ�ҽૠ澞֜۟ҝ۰фچбثͨ���ͧۅͫͨ��

۱߄ࡌङ߄ࣞۅثӄગઋ澝љՃ୦։ঌऋЇͫঌӦ澝ֺۯ֨࠴
Ҽࡨङઢځਈࢬ֪ݼ߄ԋ۰фङ୦։澞

��ѼІү୳З֧डрࣹࣩ؞аͧٵԜޭ��� 
֨фսङ୦։Њ؛ѮЇͫୂםӣы৩੮ॐ֨��ٍљЇ۵ѫڐৰਖ਼

ҵچҝֺ۰ф澞ڐՇ؛Ѯଳৰਖ਼࠴ঝы৩ҒੂێՈЮۛङ
бԃதИПߛߌ৲ԆѮͫՈଳՕਈੂێ৩Ғؚ߄澞࣫ۅث

֨��եЊ��եͫ؛ѮଳЭر݅Оރԗଳ澞

ଓޞ߄ސҘ֨ѕЯͫ৲چҝѻ؊ङ۞Уީ֨ӟङଋ३Иجݍӱࢲڶ
ङ㯐۱ͫએોৱߑ߄ѫ֨ޞҰङড়ୌਘٜ澞И֢ڈ؟бљ
ѧچҝ澝⡭৯ОПङ۰фͫٝۨࣀО▲य़ޏԎͫ֨ڢЈךҫङࣿ
چञ㑾ङڱब҈ݕોৱঝ৩Շ澝ؔѹͫОЉգङڐѾײИͫ࣪

ҝѻ؊Эީ۱ڐ߄Շव୍ङ୍澞



contact us

No. 199 Hengshan Road, Shanghai, PRC
admin@aahmco.com  +86 21 5299 2875

www.aahmco.com

Alliance Hospitality is committed to creating the 
highest value for the hotel owners through its rich 
experience and innovative spirit. We provide a full 
range of services including feasibility studies, 
development planning, project management, 
operator selection, contract negotiation, opera-
tions management, and asset management.

To maximize the project operating profitability and 
asset flexibility, Alliance Hospitality team leads the 
clients to walk in the forefront of times with rich 
international experience, and creates infinite 
possibilities!

ࣷ֡ଢ଼ਚԃйОେڃЏПӫଭ߂џқͫ
ପଋЙئङљՃЉލӫޏङত॔ͫОЏ
П҈ݕԕܬՕ੧ूۅ९ӣߤ澝ڐՇঌӦ澝ޑ
ࣲٗ澝ս䞼ଣ澝ՠգળӮ澝ੈࣲљ
ՃфࣲঈङҶސѹ߆ԇͫם߂३چЇ֪
澞ۅڟञਈԃљՃфઁӦݶாऩੈݕ

எङध৻֢எ֝ପଋҿЋ֢ئЙ߄ܨ
Џङ߆ԇত॔澝ߢӀӫଭԃङۃࠥڔљՃ
їङޞवЏП֨ږԃͫب୩ङ١֫ݽ

ӹͫӫଭޗߛߌஒՕਈ͠

About us

Special disclaimer: the above statements reflect the authors’ views only and do not 
represent any form of professional advice issued by Alliance Hospitality. The content 
of this paper, including pictures, images and other audio-visual materials, shall not 
be used or reprinted without a written authorization of the relevant department. If 
you are interested in further communication or discussion on relevant issues, please 
feel free to contact us.

ФڔڥҸ՛ӟӀङѠѾыͫЉї੮ध৻֢எՃҿЈًߎюї੮ҁৱљЇ͵�ރבӯࢤ
ЋЏ۞澞ߌߎ՛аவ݉ͫߓЉڱૺ۪҅ऀથঈކॾИङѠѾӄͫؠխ֣澝ڧҦঈ
ડծމ澞ؼ۞߄ۓײबҼઑொ▲࠵сݍ۪ͫࠪଌЊߎ՛৻澞


